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Abstract—The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) was developed by NASA and launched aboard the \textit{Terra} spacecraft on December 18, 1999 and \textit{Aqua} spacecraft on May 4, 2002. A comprehensive set of remote sensing algorithms for the retrieval of cloud physical and optical properties have enabled over twelve years of continuous observations of cloud properties from \textit{Terra} and over nine years from \textit{Aqua}. The archived products from these algorithms include 1 km pixel-level (Level-2) and global gridded Level-3 products. In addition to an extensive cloud mask, products include cloud-top properties (temperature, pressure, effective emissivity), cloud thermodynamic phase, cloud optical and microphysical parameters (optical thickness, effective particle radius, water path), as well as derived statistics. Results include the latitudinal distribution of cloud optical and radiative properties for both liquid water and ice clouds, as well as latitudinal distributions of cloud top pressure and cloud top temperature.

MODIS finds the cloud fraction, as derived by the cloud mask, is nearly identical during the day and night, with only modest diurnal variation. Globally, the cloud fraction derived by the MODIS cloud mask is \(\sim 67\%\), with somewhat more clouds over land during the afternoon and less clouds over ocean in the afternoon, with very little difference in global cloud cover between \textit{Terra} and \textit{Aqua}. Overall, cloud fraction over land is \(\sim 55\%\), with a distinctive seasonal cycle, whereas the ocean cloudiness is much higher, around 72\%, with much reduced seasonal variation.

Cloud top pressure and temperature have distinct spatial and temporal patterns, and clearly reflect our understanding of the global cloud distribution. High clouds are especially prevalent over the northern hemisphere continents between 30\(^\circ\) and 50\(^\circ\). \textit{Aqua} and \textit{Terra} have comparable zonal cloud top pressures, with \textit{Aqua} having somewhat higher clouds (cloud top pressures lower by 100 hPa) over land due to afternoon deep convection. The coldest cloud tops (colder than 230 K) generally occur over Antarctica and the high clouds in the tropics (ITCZ and the deep convective clouds over the western tropical Pacific and Indian sub-continent). The cold clouds over the Sahara, though infrequent,
are generally high, thin cirrus.

The cloud effective particle radius of liquid water clouds is significantly larger over ocean (mode 12-13 µm) than land (mode 10-11 µm), consistent with the variation in hydrospheric aerosol concentrations that provide cloud condensation nuclei necessary for cloud formation. We also find the effective radius to be 2-3 µm larger in the southern hemisphere than the northern hemisphere, likely reflecting differences in sources of cloud condensation nuclei.

Index Terms—Aqua, clouds, cloud remote sensing, satellite applications, Terra, terrestrial atmosphere, Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS).
I. INTRODUCTION

The Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) is an instrument that is currently flying aboard the *Terra* and *Aqua* spacecraft. In addition to its use in the global monitoring of terrestrial ecosystems, fires, ocean biological properties, and sea surface temperature, it is well-suited to the monitoring of atmospheric properties from space. The wide spectral range (0.41–14.24 µm), frequent global coverage (one to two days revisit), and two high spatial resolution bands (250 m), permit state-of-the-art global monitoring of atmospheric profiles, column water vapor amount, aerosol particles, and the subsequently formed clouds [11], [12]. Barnes *et al.* [3] provide a detailed description of MODIS, including its performance attributes, optical design, spectral band characteristics, primary purpose of each band, pixel size, and signal-to-noise ratios at specified radiance levels, information that is essential for an in-depth understanding of the onboard calibrators and the operation of this highly sophisticated sensor. MODIS is a whiskbroom scanner with 36 spectral bands on four focal plane assemblies that image the earth in a swath 2330 km cross-track and 10 km along-track for each sweep of the scan mirror. Each band’s spectral response is determined by an interference filter overlying a detector array and each 10-km swath along-track is imaged on 40, 20, and 10 element arrays for the 250, 500, and 1-km bands, respectively. There are a total of 470 detectors on the four focal planes, and much effort is expended in characterizing and monitoring the calibration and performance of each detector as it sweeps out an image, with extra attention being played to the reflectance and emission characteristics of each side of the scan mirror [50], [51].

The global distribution of clouds and their physical and optical properties have been derived from this sensor since February 24, 2000, when the first analysis of *Terra/MODIS* data became available. Prior to the launch of *Terra*, cloud properties had been derived from a wide variety of sensors from aircraft [28], [5], [36], [14] as well as satellite [19], [14], [36].
but the advent of MODIS, with its wide spectral coverage and high spatial resolution, has enabled additional cloud properties to be derived that were previously unattainable.

Among the most popular ‘cloud properties’ for the climate modeling community is cloud cover, or cloud fraction, though this is an ill-defined property that depends very heavily on the spatial resolution of the sensor (due to partially-filled fields of view) and radiometric sensitivity (minimum detection limit). The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) used only two wavelengths to detect clouds, one visible and one infrared, and used geosynchronous satellites as the preferred satellite source except at high latitudes [40], [41]. Early Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) algorithms used, at most, five spectral channels, as that was all that was available on this sensor, but the operational cloud mask algorithm was developed as a unified cloud mask algorithm for ocean, land, and atmosphere applications [42]. Minnis et al. [24] developed a cloud mask to identify clouds using primarily 4 wavelengths from the Visible and Infrared Scanner (VIRS) on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) and MODIS on Terra and Aqua, supplemented by at most 2 additional bands on Aqua. With the advent of MODIS, and its extended wavelength range and high radiometric accuracy, Ackerman et al. [1] and Frey et al. [6] developed a cloud mask algorithm that utilizes up to 22 spectral bands, but uses different bands for daytime and nighttime and for various surface conditions (snow, land, ocean, desert, and coastal). These various choices lead to somewhat different cloud fractions, but the increasing skill over time has allowed a very high confidence in cloud detection for all clouds of optical thickness > 0.4 [2].

In addition to cloud fraction, the MODIS atmosphere team has developed algorithms for cloud top pressure, cloud top temperature, thermodynamic phase, as well as cloud optical thickness, effective radius, and water path of liquid water and ice clouds [37], [20], [16]. There are many similarities as well as substantial differences between
these results and those derived independently by the Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) that makes use of the same MODIS instrument but a restricted set of spectral bands [22], [23]. This MODIS-CERES product is used within the CERES processing system to support cloud radiation budget and cloud forcing assessments, but having an independent analysis of cloud properties has value in enhancing and improving our understanding of the cloud radiative properties of the Earth’s atmosphere.

MODIS data are processed into various processing levels from Level-1 (radiances and brightness temperatures that have been geolocated), to Level-2 (derived geophysical data products at the same resolution and location as the Level-1 data) to Level-3 (retrievals aggregated onto uniform space-time grid scales). The intent of this paper is to explain how the Level-3 products are produced in Collection 5 processing and discuss results from both Terra and Aqua. We begin by briefly describing the essential elements of all Level-2 ‘pixel-based’ MODIS cloud products. We then describe the MODIS Level-3 cloud products that are produced at monthly time intervals on a global 1° x 1° latitude-longitude grid. In addition to simple statistics (mean, standard deviation, etc.) computed for each parameter, the Level-3 products also contain marginal probability density functions (histograms) and joint probability density functions (joint histograms) between selected parameters. We will illustrate seasonal, zonal, and spatial characteristics of these cloud properties as derived from 12 years of Terra and over 9 years of Aqua data.

II. MODIS Cloud Products

Terra and Aqua MODIS data are processed at Goddard Space Flight Center into 5-minute granules (~2000 km in length along the orbital track and 2330 km across track), producing some 244 granules (or files) per day per data product. The atmosphere products, including the cloud mask and cloud product, are described in some detail by King et al. [12] and Platnick et al. [37]. There have been a number of reprocessings (referred to as “collections”) due to improved understanding of instrument calibration and trends, an-
cillary datasets, physical understanding, and algorithm enhancements. This study uses Collection 5.1 data products, which commenced in November 2008, and which were reprocessed throughout the entire data record in a consistent manner. Minor differences between Collection 5.1 and earlier collections, are described below, as appropriate.

A. Cloud Mask

The cloud mask (archived filenames MOD35 for Terra and MYD35 for Aqua) classifies each pixel as either confident clear, probably clear, probably cloudy, or cloudy. The cloud mask consists of 48 bits of output that include information on individual cloud test results, the processing path, ancillary information (e.g., land/sea tag), and additional information (e.g., thin cirrus detected, heavy aerosol). The cloud mask algorithm [1] [6] uses a series of threshold tests applied to as many as 22 of the 36 MODIS bands to identify the presence of clouds in the instrument field-of-view. The specific tests executed are a function of surface type, including land, water, snow/ice, desert, and coastal, and are different during the day and night. Each cloud detection test returns a confidence level that the pixel is clear, ranging in value from 1 (high confidence clear) to 0 (low confidence clear). Tests capable of detecting similar cloud conditions are grouped together and a minimum confidence is determined for each group. The final cloud mask is then determined from the product of the results from each group. This approach is clear-sky conservative in the sense that if any test is highly confident that the scene is cloudy, the final clear sky confidence is 0. The first 2 bits of the cloud mask provide a summary adequate for many processing applications, but the processing path and choices made in arriving at this conclusion are often used in subsequent Level-2 cloud processing algorithms.

The vast majority of improvements over the earlier (Collection 4) cloud mask algorithm concern nighttime scenes, including polar night, and sunglint areas over the ocean during the day. Additional improvements have been incorporated for daytime snow conditions. Furthermore, comparisons with ground-based, aircraft, and spaceborne lidar has
demonstrated the MODIS cloud mask is capable of detecting clouds having a visible optical thickness of 0.4 or greater [2]. Holz et al. [8] further showed that the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) 1-km cloud layer product agrees with the MODIS 1-km cloud mask in 87% of cloud conditions, with the best agreement being for nonpolar daytime conditions.

B. Cloud Top Properties

The cloud product (archived filenames MOD06 for Terra and MYD06 for Aqua) combines thermal infrared and shortwave reflectance techniques to determine the physical, radiative, and microphysical properties of clouds [37] [12]. The cloud top properties (cloud top pressure, temperature, and effective cloud amount) are produced for the cloudy portion of the $5 \times 5$ pixel arrays wherein the cloud pixels (identified by the probably cloudy and cloudy bits of the cloud mask) are averaged to reduce noise. Unlike the CERES implementation of cloud top properties from MODIS [22], [23], which relies on a minimum set of five MODIS bands in order to be consistent with VIRS capability on TRMM, the MODIS science team utilizes an extended suite of bands, in particular bands in the CO$_2$ absorption region from 13.3 to 14.2 µm. These so-called CO$_2$-slicing bands have a long history of use in identifying cloud top pressure for high clouds due to the opacity of CO$_2$, a uniformly mixed (but temporally changing) gas in the Earth’s atmosphere [18], [11], [48]. They are, however, less capable for determining cloud top pressure (or altitude) for low boundary-layer clouds. In MODIS, the CO$_2$-slicing bands are supplemented with an infrared window band at 11 µm for optically thicker and lower-level clouds.

Menzel et al. [20] describe the testing and validation of the MODIS cloud top properties algorithm implemented in Collection 5.1. This algorithm utilizes a ‘top-down’ approach in which it searches for the cloud top pressure from the top of the atmosphere downward, and utilizes somewhat different CO$_2$-slicing band combinations for Terra and
Aqua, due to enhanced noise problems in band 34 (13.65 µm) of Terra. Due to an apparent cold scene calibration error, there is a radiance adjustment required due to an apparent spectral response function change, and a shift of some 1 cm⁻¹ is sufficient to bring the Atmospheric Infrared Spectrometer (AIRS) and MODIS CO₂-slicing bands into closer agreement (on Aqua). With all of these changes, described in some detail in [20], MODIS cloud top pressures are generally within 50 hPa of independent lidar determinations for single-layer clouds, increasing to much larger errors, or systematic biases, for marine boundary layer clouds in which there is a temperature inversion. The cloud top pressure in Collection 5.1 is provided every 5 km globally (day and night).

C. Cloud Thermodynamic Phase

An important component of the MODIS cloud product is the thermodynamic phase of the cloud, which is used in subsequent processing of cloud optical and microphysical properties. The retrieval phase algorithm (SDS name Cloud_Phase_Optical_Properties) as currently implemented in Collection 5.1 makes extensive use of many of the individual tests in the cloud mask product for a given pixel, supplemented by shortwave infrared ratio thresholds that depend on the underlying surface type. The algorithm uses different short wavelength (non-absorbing) bands to define the shortwave infrared ratio, and Terra uses both a ratio of reflectance at 2.1 µm as well as 1.6 µm to a short wavelength band in this SWIR threshold part of the test, whereas Aqua uses only 2.1 µm because the 1.6 µm band has many dead detectors on Aqua. At the end of the logic tree, if the cloud top temperature is found to be greater than 273 K, the phase of the cloud is switched to liquid water if it had previously been estimated to be ice. A detailed flowchart and explanation of this algorithm can be found in [13] as applied to MODIS and the MODIS Airborne Simulator over ocean, and [15] for a full set of flowcharts for Terra and Aqua for all ecosystems. By and large, these updates to the thermodynamic phase algorithm have resulted in an almost complete determination of thermodynamic phase for all cloudy pixels during
the daytime, in contrast to the thermodynamic phase algorithm implemented in earlier
(Collection 4) versions [37], wherein there were a large number of clouds of undeter-
dined phase (which were subsequently processed as if they were liquid water).

\textit{D. Cloud Optical and Microphysical Properties}

The cloud product includes the determination of cloud optical thickness, effective ra-
dius, and integrated water content of both liquid water and ice clouds for pixels identified
as probably cloudy or cloudy by the cloud mask during the daytime portions of each or-
bit. The basic physical principle behind the simultaneous retrieval of cloud optical thick-
ness and effective radius is the bispectral solar reflectance method first described by
Nakajima and King [28]. Implementing this method on a global basis and under all
cloud conditions has resulted in a number of practical enhancements and significant fea-
tures. Among the more significant updates from previous versions (Collection 4) [37],
[12] are: (i) new ice crystal size/habit distribution models and the corresponding ice re-
fectance library calculations [4], (ii) a clear sky restoral algorithm that attempts to identify
pixels that are poor retrieval candidates due to sunglint, edges of clouds, heavy dust con-
tamination, or spatially variable (partly cloudy) pixels, in which case these ‘cloudy’ pixels
are restored to clear sky and no cloud optical property retrievals are attempted [33, 53], (iii)
Improved snow-free surface albedo maps [25], [27], and (iv) spectral sea ice and snow-
covered land surface albedo characteristics by ecosystem [26].

In addition, a shortwave infrared technique for retrieving cloud optical thickness and
effective radius over snow and ice surfaces [36] was implemented, though this appears to
work better for liquid water clouds than for ice clouds over snow [14]. The CERES team
has also implemented this approach for retrieving cloud optical properties in Polar Re-
gions using MODIS data [22]. Additional subtle and less obvious changes from Collec-
tion 4 are changing the solar zenith angle threshold for ‘daytime’ observations to 81.4°,
bringing the cloud optical property retrieval in line with the cloud mask determination of
cloud cover using daylight bands. We also modified the cloud water path formula for ice clouds, recognizing that the density of ice is closer to 0.93 g cm$^{-3}$ than 1 g m$^{-3}$ (used for liquid water clouds). There are a number of additional modifications that are important for in-depth studies of cloud optical properties on a granule basis, including a new multi-layer cloud flag [45], changes to the solar spectral irradiance used in the 3.7 µm band to convert radiance to reflectance, and the addition of pixel-level uncertainties. King et al. [15] summarize all of these changes in Collection 5. Collection 5.1 incorporated a code correction that affected cloud optical thickness retrievals over land only, and the entire Terra and Aqua datasets have been reprocessed with all code corrections identified.

III. LEVEL-3 CLOUD PRODUCTS

The MODIS atmosphere Level-3 products (designated MOD08 for Terra and MYD08 for Aqua) are available for different time intervals (daily, eight-day, and monthly) and are sorted into 1° × 1° cells on an equal-angle global grid (180 × 360 cells). Each product is derived from four Level-2 atmosphere data products: aerosol, water vapor, cloud, and atmospheric profiles [12], and contain hundreds of Science Data Sets (SDSs), or statistics. SDSs derived from the cloud mask-related data are read from the cloud product MOD06/MYD06, where the first 8 bits of the cloud mask are replicated. Statistics that are included in each file may include (i) scalar statistics (mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum), (ii) QA (quality assurance)-weighted statistics (mean and standard deviation), (iii) parameters of normal and log-normal distributions, (iv) fraction of pixels that satisfy some condition (e.g., cloudy, clear, liquid water, ice), (v) uncertainty in the mean for selected cloud parameters, and (vi) histograms of the confidence placed in each measurement. They also include marginal probability density functions and joint probability density functions of various cloud parameters.
A. Daily Gridded Products

The Collection 5.1 Level-3 MODIS atmosphere daily global product contains nearly 700 statistical SDSs that are derived from 106 scientific parameters read from four Level-2 MODIS atmosphere products [10]. Among these, 354 SDSs are derived from the cloud product. The daily Level-3 product contains statistics computed for a 24-hour time interval from 0000 to 2400 UTC, which may result in a granule of Level-2 data being split between days based on the UTC day of acquisition. All Level-2 geophysical parameters that are input to the Level-3 daily product are sampled every 5 km or 10 km (depending on input data product), thus reducing the number of pixels that are aggregated in the gridded product. For all cloud products, which were generated at either 1 km or 5 km spatial resolution, a 5 km sampling was used. Thus, for a 1° × 1° grid box at the equator, a maximum of 484 pixels were used (out of a potential total of 12,321 pixels for 1 km cloud optical properties or cloud mask), reducing to fewer pixels at higher latitudes where a 1° × 1° box is geometrically smaller in area than at the equator. A software modification was introduced in Collection 5 (and 5.1) that offset slightly the Level-2 data point that was sampled. This was in order to avoid Level-2 data from MODIS detectors that were known to be dead (especially on Aqua) from being subsampled in the Level-3 product. This avoided completely missing (or fill values) in the Level-3 daily cloud properties.

An additional feature of the Level-3 daily product is that there are 16 overlapping orbits near 82° latitude (each one roughly 98 minutes apart) that cause “time averaging” to occur for daily statistics computed poleward of about 77° (that is, they tend to be daily average statistics), in contrast to those at mid-latitudes (that typically can be pinned down to within 20 minutes of a MODIS instrument overpass).

All Level-3 products (daily, eight-day, and monthly) make use of aggregation and QA weighting capabilities. Aggregation routines include the ability to separate Level-2 input pixel information into various scientifically relevant categories such as liquid water clouds
only, ice clouds only, daytime only, nighttime only, clear sky only, etc. These routines utilize L2 “Runtime QA Flags” that are designed to convey information on retrieval processing path, input data source, scene characteristics, and the estimated quality of the physical parameters retrieved. In Level-3, these statistics are noted by a suffix to the SDS name (_Liquid, _Ice, etc.).

QA weighting refers to the ability to weight more heavily what are expected to be more reliable Level-2 input pixels in the computation of Level-3 statistics. There are four levels of “reliability” or “confidence” set by the Level-2 QA confidence flags for some, but not all, Level-2 products [9]. These four levels are: no confidence or fill (QA = 0), marginal confidence (QA = 1), good confidence (QA = 2), or very good confidence (QA = 3). QA weighted statistics always have the identifying string “QA” somewhere in the SDS name (for example: “QA_Mean”). QA weighted statistics are computed by weighting all Level-2 pixels by their QA confidence as follows

\[ \text{QA-weighted mean} = \frac{\sum Q_i d_i}{\sum Q_i}, \]

where the weights \( Q_i \) are the QA values (0, 1, 2, or 3) and \( d_i \) are the geophysical parameters (e.g., cloud optical thickness) for the \( i \)th pixel in the grid cell. All non-fill QA = 0 pixels are included in regular statistics (mean, standard deviation), but they are screened (removed) from the QA-weighted statistics.

Of particular value in the Level-3 daily file is the marginal histogram that contains pixel counts showing the distribution of non-fill Level-2 geophysical parameters that went into the computation of the Level-3 statistics such as mean and standard deviation. This histogram can readily be converted into a marginal probability density function if one takes account of the various widths of the bin boundaries in the histogram. In many cases, the distribution of geophysical parameters is highly non-Gaussian, and thus the distribution of retrieved values provides information that is often distorted by only looking at
the mean value. For selected cloud properties, the Level-3 file also contains a joint histogram (or equivalently joint probability density function) between selected cloud parameters for each grid cell.

\textit{B. Eight-Day and Monthly Gridded Products}

The Collection 5.1 Level-3 MODIS atmosphere eight-day and monthly global products contain over 900 statistical SDSs that are derived from statistics within the daily L3 global product only \cite{10}. Among these, 509 SDSs are cloud properties. In order to generate multiday Level-3 products, the only inputs that are used are the Level-3 daily files, and there are two different multiday weighting schemes used for the cloud products: (i) unweighted (a simple time-averaged mean), and (ii) pixel-count weighted (a count-averaged mean). An unweighted statistic is computed by taking an average of all Level-3 daily values for a given $1^\circ \times 1^\circ$ grid cell and for the time period in question. This is the multiday weighting scheme used for the cloud fraction and all cloud top properties. The SDS name for these files contains a suffix such as \_Mean\_Mean that denotes ‘mean of the daily mean.’ Hubanks et al. \cite{10} describe this and all other multiday simple mean SDSs.

For cloud optical properties, such as cloud optical thickness, effective radius, and water content, a pixel-count weighting is employed for multiday Level-3 grid cell characteristics. A pixel count of all non-fill Level-2 pixel data are read in and used to compute statistics at Level-3. This is computed by simply summing the daily pixel count SDS.

The Level-3 eight-day and monthly files also contain marginal histograms that are computed by simply summing the daily counts in each histogram bin. A confidence histogram is also provided that provides the number of pixels with various levels of QA that went into the computation of Level-3 statistics within the grid cell. For selected cloud properties, the Level-3 eight-day and monthly files also contain joint probability density functions (or joint histograms) between selected cloud parameters for each grid cell. There are 23 joint histograms defined in the Level-3 atmosphere product for Collection
5.1, all of which are derived from the cloud product. These joint histograms, which are summarized in Hubanks et al. [10], are stored as 4-dimensional arrays (latitude, longitude, parameter1 bins, parameter2 bins) and thus constitute a large fraction of the file size in MOD08 for Terra and MYD08 for Aqua.

IV. GLOBAL-LEVEL CLOUD PROPERTIES

A. Cloud Fraction

Fig. 1 shows the Collection 5.1 monthly mean cloud fraction (amount) as derived by the MODIS cloud mask for July 2006 from Aqua. As different spectral bands are used to detect clouds during the daytime and nighttime, it is valuable to separate the cloud fraction derived during the daytime (Fig. 1a) and nighttime (Fig. 1b). These results, as illustrated here, show a remarkably similar cloud amount detected during the daytime and nighttime. Ackerman et al. [2] have demonstrated, through comparison with ground-based, airborne, and spaceborne lidar, that the cloud mask detects clouds down to an optical thickness $\tau_c \sim 0.4$. This sensitivity is partially the result of the relatively high spatial resolution and broad spectral range available in MODIS, but very thin clouds below this threshold are simply too difficult to detect using passive remote sensing. The global cloud fraction detected by MODIS is approximately 0.68, somewhat smaller than that detected by CALIOP on the CALIPSO (Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation) satellite, which has a detection limit down to $\tau_c \sim 0.1$ [46]. Similarly, Wang and Dessler [44] find that the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) on ICESat (Ice, Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite) retrieves a global cloud fraction of 0.75, similar to the conclusions of Ackerman et al. [2] who report that GLAS detects $\sim5\%$ more clouds than MODIS.

The large-scale patterns illustrated in Fig. 1 are similar to other satellite datasets of cloud amount [41], [48], [24], [33], with generally high cloud amount in the intertropical convergence zone, “roaring 40s” of the southern hemisphere, western tropical Pacific,
and the marine stratocumulus regions, with correspondingly low cloud amounts over the subtropical gyres of the oceans, deserts, Greenland, and Antarctica. Figure 1a does not show daytime cloud amount over Antarctica because there is polar darkness and no solar illumination in July, but the nighttime cloud fraction is low over Antarctica, as also noted by Wu et al. [46]) from spaceborne lidar observations.

Fig. 2 shows the seasonal mean daytime cloud fraction from Terra and Aqua based on averages over multiple years. Terra, shown in the left hand column, is based on Collection 5.1 retrievals from 2000-2011, and the right-hand column shows Aqua results from 2002-2011. These multiyear averages show similar seasonal distributions, with the intertropical convergence zone systematically moving in latitude as the sun moves throughout the year, reaching its highest northern latitude in the boreal summer (June-August, Fig. 2c) and its lowest southern latitude in the winter (December-February, Fig. 2a). Throughout the year, Greenland and Antarctica exhibit very low cloudiness, and there is only minor seasonal variation in the frequency of clouds in the marine stratocumulus regions off Angola and Namibia in Africa and Ecuador and Peru in South America. Of particular note is that the peak frequency of marine stratocumulus clouds in the southern Hemisphere occurs between June and November, whereas California stratocumulus peaks in June-August, and thus these cloud systems are not 6 months out of phase as one might expect (also see Fig. 9).

One of the advantages of MODIS is that there are two spacecraft carrying the MODIS sensor. A visual comparison of the Terra and Aqua cloud fractions shows that there are generally more clouds over land from Aqua (afternoon), whereas the oceans are cloudier at the time of the Terra overpass (morning). Fig. 3 illustrates this diurnal variation in cloud fraction more explicitly, where each figure shows Aqua minus Terra (i.e., 1330 minus 1030 local time) for a different three-month season and for a nine-year period (September 2002-August 2011). In all instances, the marine stratocumulus areas show
less (and generally optically thinner, not shown) clouds in the afternoon (Aqua) than the morning (Terra), leading to blue colors in Figs. 3a-d. The diurnal effect is greatest in the Peruvian and Angolan stratocumulus regions in and September-February (Fig. 3d, a) than in March-August (Figs. 3b, c), as also noted by Ackerman et al. [2]. During all seasons, the land exhibits more cloudiness in the afternoon than the morning, by up to 20%, as also observed by Meskhidze et al. [21], Minnis et al. [24], and Ackerman et al. [2].

Fig. 4 shows the zonal mean daytime cloud fraction for both Terra and Aqua, separated by ocean and land, for all four seasons. These results are based on multi-year averages for Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011). In all seasons and most latitudes, the cloud fraction is greater over ocean than land, and is especially high in the southern oceans, as expected by examination of Fig. 2. The location of the ITCZ (intertropical convergence zone) is clearly seen to move north and south of the equator, depending on season, with correspondingly reduced cloud fraction in the subtropical latitudes from about 15°-30° of both hemispheres. Aqua again has somewhat more cloudiness over land than Terra for all seasons, in contrast to the oceans where there is generally more cloudiness at the time of the Terra overpass (1030 local time) than Aqua (1330 local time).

There is typically more cloudiness at night than during the day, for both Terra and Aqua (not shown), though the differences are generally less than 0.10. Holz et al. [8] compared the Aqua/MODIS cloud fraction for both day and night with corresponding observations from CALIOP, and found that the cloud detection from MODIS and CALIOP agreed more than 87% of the time, where most of the discrepancies were largely associated with the optically thin clouds ($\tau_c < 0.4$) that were undetected by MODIS but which were readily observed by CALIOP.

Fig. 5 shows a time series of the global mean daytime cloud fraction from Terra (dashed) and Aqua (solid) for land, ocean, and combined (land and ocean) from the beginning of the time series for each spacecraft. It is again readily apparent that there is more
cloudiness over land in the afternoon (Aqua) than during the morning (Terra), and that oceans are generally much cloudier than the land. Averaged over both land and ocean and over the entire globe, however, there is very little difference in overall cloud fraction between the morning and afternoon. There is a noticeable seasonal cycle over land, but a much reduced seasonal cycle over ocean. The overall global cloudiness as determined by MODIS is roughly 67% since the very thinnest (subvisible) clouds go undetected in passive remote sensing. What is perhaps more surprising is that there is no noticeable signal in the time series associated with El Niño or La Niña events during this period, showing an overall robustness and stability in the overall global cloud cover, though the spatial distribution does change in response to these natural climatic events.

All cloud fraction and subsequent cloud property retrievals are understandably affected by the view zenith angle of the observations. Maddux et al. [17] have shown that the cloud fraction is noticeably smaller for nadir observations than for observations at a slant-viewing angle. This arises in part because the spatial resolution grows from nadir to the edge of scan, which leads to more partially-filled fields of view containing some clouds. The level-3 results described in this paper are produced routinely and take advantage of multiple view zenith angles and multiple satellite overpasses during a specified time interval. As a consequence, they represent a mixture of view zenith angles somewhere between the two extremes of nadir and edge of scan.

B. Cloud Top Properties

Level-3 aggregation of cloud top properties on a global grid consists of cloud top pressure, cloud top temperature, and effective emissivity. Fig. 6 shows the seasonal mean cloud top pressure during the daytime from Terra (left-hand column) and Aqua (right-hand column), where Terra data were averaged from 2000-2011 and Aqua data were averaged from 2002-2011. These multiyear averages show well-known cloud characteristics, including high clouds (low cloud top pressures) in the ITCZ, the western tropical Pacific,
India and China, Greenland, Antarctica, and many deserts (with their high thin cirrus clouds). In contrast, low clouds (high cloud top pressure) occur in the central subtropical ocean gyres, southern Indian Ocean, and southern Europe. Since this product is based in part on CO₂ slicing, which is especially sensitive to ice clouds in the upper atmosphere (where \( \tau_c > 1 \)), and in part on thermal emission in the infrared window around 11 \( \mu \text{m} \) (for low-level liquid water clouds), it is especially accurate for higher clouds and is less accurate for low-level water clouds, especially over the marine stratocumulus regions that are overlaid with temperature inversions [8]. For optically thin cirrus and mid-level water clouds it is known to be accurate to within 1 km (or 50 hPa), based largely on comparisons with airborne and spaceborne lidar [20]. The results shown in Fig. 6 are multiyear and seasonal averages, but are similar to those reported by Menzel et al. [20] based on four years of Aqua data.

Fig. 7 shows the zonal mean daytime cloud top pressure for both Terra and Aqua, separated by ocean and land, for all four seasons. These results are based on multi-year averages for Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011). In all seasons and most latitudes, the cloud top pressure is lower over land than ocean, reflecting generally deeper convection and higher clouds over land than over the ocean, an observation first reported by Rossow and Lacis [38] based on the Scanning Radiometer (SR) on the NOAA-5 operational polar-orbiting satellite. Clouds are especially high over the northern hemisphere continents between 30° and 50°, and expected by examination of Fig. 6. Because these are daytime results only, the coverage in Polar Regions is restricted to seasons for which sunlight is present, and thus is absent during months of polar darkness. The location of the ITCZ over the ocean is clearly seen to move north and south of the equator, depending on season. Aqua and Terra have comparable zonal cloud top pressures, with Aqua having somewhat higher clouds (lower cloud top pressures) over land due to afternoon deep convection.
With the advent of the multiple wavelengths and high spatial resolution capability of MODIS, the cloud top pressures range to much lower pressures (higher altitude clouds) than ISCCP, which relies primarily on one visible and one thermal infrared window band to determine cloud top pressure. Rossow and Schiffer [40] report annual mean zonal cloud top pressures that are much higher pressure over land (and much closer to Fig. 7 over ocean), as a result of the inadequate sensitivity to high thin clouds in ISCCP that MODIS is able to achieve. Pincus et al. [33] also report that MODIS has more high cloud and more low cloud that ISCCP, and less mid-level cloud.

Fig. 8 shows the seasonal mean cloud top temperature during the daytime from Terra (left-hand column) and Aqua (right-hand column) for the same multi-year time periods as shown in Fig. 6 for cloud top pressure. These multiyear averages show well-known cloud characteristics commensurate with the cloud top pressure expectations, but the cloud top temperature is more accurate than cloud top pressure for low-level boundary level marine stratocumulus, which often exhibit a temperature inversion above cloud top. The coldest cloud tops generally occur over Antarctica and the high clouds in the tropics (ITCZ and the deep convective clouds over the western tropical Pacific and Indian subcontinent. The cold clouds over the Sahara, though infrequent (cf. Fig. 2) are generally high, thin cirrus.

C. Cloud Optical and Microphysical Properties

One of the strengths of MODIS is its ability to retrieve cloud optical thickness and effective radius, and thereby derive integrated water content, for both liquid water and ice clouds. This is accomplished in part by the high spatial resolution and wide wavelength range available on the MODIS sensors. Fig. 9 shows the seasonal mean daytime cloud retrieval fraction of both liquid water clouds, in the left hand column, and ice clouds, in the right hand column, from Aqua based on averages from 2002-2011. These results correspond to all clouds for which there are successful cloud optical property retrievals (i.e.,
both optical thickness and effective radius are within the forward model retrieval space), with the sum of the liquid water and ice cloud fractions generally being less than the total cloud fraction identified by the cloud mask (cf. Fig. 2). This is by design, as there was an explicit attempt to remove cloud edges and spatially nonuniform (partly cloudy) pixels from the retrieval of cloud optical properties due to their expected erroneous impact on cloud retrievals using plane-parallel radiative transfer theory. As a result, pixels containing cloud edges and generally most optically thin (and partly cloudy) pixels were removed from the optical properties analysis, with the expectation that the retrieved optical properties better match the cloud radiative models and are therefore more accurate. This algorithm, known as clear sky restoral, is described in some detail in [15] and discussed extensively by Pincus et al. [33] and Zhang and Platnick [53].

These multiyear averages show the seasonal and spatial distribution of well-known cloud regimes, with liquid water clouds, such as marine stratocumulus, occurring frequently off the west coast of the United States, Ecuador, Peru, Namibia, and Angola, with some seasonal movement, and additional altocumulus and cumulus humilus clouds occurring in the north Pacific, summertime Arctic, and Indian subcontinent. Ice clouds are prevalent in the ITCZ, western tropical Pacific, and the southern oceans, as well as the Congo (year round) and the Amazon (wet season only). Though Fig. 9 shows results that apply to the afternoon orbit of *Aqua*, *Terra* has produced quite similar results except that the frequency and extent of the marine stratocumulus clouds over the eastern subtropical oceans is somewhat greater and more extensive in spatial extent in the morning (*Terra* orbit), since these clouds tend to thin out and burn off in the afternoon. Minnis *et al.* [23] report an annual average of liquid water and ice cloud fraction based on the CERES-MODIS algorithm that is similar to Fig. 9 in overall cloud phase characteristics.

Fig. 10 shows the zonal mean daytime cloud retrieval fraction for *Aqua* (2002-2011), separated by ocean and land and thermodynamic phase, for all four seasons. Liquid wa-
ter clouds over the land (Fig. 10a) are the greatest during northern summer in the tropics, primarily associated with the monsoon over the Indian subcontinent (cf. Fig. 9c). In contrast, liquid water clouds over the ocean (Fig. 10b) show the most extensive clouds in the northern and southern subtropics, associated with the marine stratocumulus regimes, and there is modest seasonal variation, as expected from comparison to Fig. 9. Ice clouds are extensive in the tropics for both ocean and land regions, associated with deep convection over land (Fig. 10c) and the ITCZ over ocean (Fig. 10d), with some seasonal variation associated with movement of the ITCZ as the sun moves throughout the year. A secondary maximum in ice cloud occurrence is observed in the Polar Regions during periods of enhanced sunlight in the summer. Comparing Fig. 10 to Fig. 4, one readily sees that the total cloud fraction for liquid water and ice clouds is less than that of the total cloud fraction of possible retrievals, by sometimes as much as 20%, but as previously mentioned, these excluded edge pixels are often the most optically thin and the most prone to erroneous cloud retrievals.

Once the cloud phase has been identified and cloud optical properties derived, one can assess the spatial and temporal distribution of the resulting cloud optical thickness and effective radius. Fig. 11 shows the seasonal mean cloud optical thickness of both liquid water and ice clouds from Aqua averaged from 2002-2011. These results clearly show that clouds over land, regardless of whether they are composed of liquid water or ice, are generally much more optically thick than clouds over ocean. Marine stratocumulus clouds typically have $\tau_c \sim 10-12$, whereas clouds over land often have $\tau_c > 20$. Ice clouds over the tropical ocean associated with the ITCZ have large optical thicknesses associated with their convective core and convergence, as do deep convective clouds over land in the Congo and Amazon, but ice clouds in the southern ocean surrounding Antarctica also exhibit large values of cloud optical thickness, especially between March and August. The western tropical Pacific, which has a large cloud fraction composed primarily of ice
clouds (cf. Fig. 9) has relatively low cloud optical thickness. This is to be expected from the preponderance of cirrus anvil clouds in this region. These findings are similar to the findings of Minnis et al. [23], who report multiyear averages of cloud optical thickness based on using five bands of MODIS in the CERES-MODIS Edition-2 algorithm.

Fig. 12 shows the zonal and seasonal mean cloud optical thickness for *Aqua* (2002-2011), separated by ocean and land and thermodynamic phase. As expected from Fig. 11, the optical thickness of both liquid water (Fig. 12a) and ice (Fig. 12c) clouds over land is the greatest during summer, thus moving somewhat with the seasonal movement of the sun. The secondary peak in optical thickness of liquid water clouds over land between 0° and 20° in June-August is associated with the monsoons of the Indian subcontinent. In contrast, ice clouds over the ocean (Fig. 12d) have the largest optical thickness over the southern ocean associated with the roaring 40s, with a secondary peak in the ITCZ that moves north and south in latitude with the season. Liquid water clouds over the ocean (Fig. 12c) exhibit relatively little variation in zonal cloud optical thickness except in the latitudes containing the marine stratocumulus regions of the eastern subtropical oceans. We note that ice cloud retrievals are particularly sensitive to particle shape (habit) assumptions [4, 52].

The effective radius of both liquid water and ice clouds is derived as part of the cloud product using the bispectral solar reflectance method first described by Nakajima and King [28] and discussed in detail by Platnick et al. [37]. Although MODIS derives the effective radius ($r_e$) using 3 separate bands (1.6, 2.1, and 3.7 µm), in combination with a nonabsorbing band used for deriving the cloud optical thickness, the primary band used in global aggregation to Level-3 is the 2.1 µm band. Fig. 13 shows the seasonal mean cloud effective radius of both liquid water and ice clouds from *Aqua* averaged from 2002-2011. These results show that liquid water clouds over ocean have larger droplet radii than corresponding clouds over land, as first noted by Han et al. [7], who used
NOAA/AVHRR data for selected months over two years. Although [7] utilized 3.7 µm to derive cloud effective radius, rather than 2.1 µm, as used here, they found results in qualitative agreement with Fig. 13, from which they concluded that liquid water clouds over land have smaller droplet sizes than over ocean, largely as a result of having more aerosol particles over land that serve as cloud condensation nuclei and thus make clouds having a larger number of cloud drops that are necessarily smaller in size. They also found that liquid water clouds over the southern oceans tended to be somewhat larger than those over the northern oceans. The CERES-MODIS Edition-2 algorithm [22], which relies only on 3.7 µm, results in seasonal distributions of cloud effective radius for liquid water clouds similar in overall features to those shown in Fig. 13 (left hand column), as illustrated in Minnis et al. [23].

The results in Fig. 13 show that the cloud droplets over ocean are smallest in marine stratocumulus regions that have large fractions of liquid water clouds (cf. Fig. 9). Over the open ocean, the effective radius of liquid water clouds is considerably larger than that found in coastal stratocumulus regions, but these clouds are also more likely to be broken and optically thinner (cf. Fig. 11). A number of studies have examined the effective radius of liquid water clouds from MODIS derived using the 2.1 µm standard retrieval, and noted how much larger these cloud droplet retrievals can be than those derived using the 3.7 µm band. Nakajima et al. [31], [32] used collocated CloudSat Cloud Precipitation Radar (CPR) and Aqua/MODIS observations to show that small cloud drops at the top of liquid water clouds lead to smaller 3.7 µm retrievals than 2.1 µm, which is sensitive to cloud droplets somewhat lower in the cloud, as pointed out by Platnick [34]. In contrast, the larger 2.1 µm-retrieved cloud drops deep within the cloud are sometimes affected by the presence of large drizzle droplets that are insensitive to the 3.7 µm retrieval. Zhang and Platnick [53] further studied the influences of different shortwave infrared retrievals on cloud effective radius of liquid water clouds, and found that 2.1 µm retrievals are far more
sensitive to cloud inhomogeneity and 3-D radiative effects, and can lead to substantial

differences between 2.1 and 3.7 µm retrievals of effective radius when \( r_e (2.1 \mu m) > 15 \mu m \)
and/or the 250m sub-pixel spatial heterogeneity is high. This is, in part, the reason that
the MODIS Collection 5.1 cloud optical properties algorithm explicitly removed edge
pixels from the retrievals, expecting that the retrieved results were less consistent with ra-
diative transfer models used in the analysis. While this did result in a reduction in optical
thickness, effective radius histograms did not typically change in a manner that led to sig-
nificant reductions in mean size [53].

The effective radius of ice clouds shown in Fig 13 (right hand column) shows far less
spatial variability than the effective radius of liquid water clouds (left hand column), but
there is still a tendency for ice clouds to have somewhat larger particles over ocean than
over the land, especially in the tropical latitudes. Ice crystals also tend to be smaller at the
top of deep convective clouds. The range of sizes of ice crystals in global clouds is gener-
ally much smaller than the range of sizes of liquid water droplets in clouds.

Fig. 14 shows the zonal and seasonal mean cloud effective radius for *Aqua* (2002-
2011), separated by ocean and land and thermodynamic phase. As expected from Fig.
13, the effective radius of liquid water clouds over land (Fig. 14a) exhibits very little sea-
sonal or latitudinal variation, except during the convective seasons of the southern sub-
tropics. In contrast, the effective radius of liquid water clouds over ocean (Fig. 12b) ex-
hibits some seasonal variation, with the largest effective radius occurring in the equatorial
tropics with a secondary peak in the midlatitudes during the winter of the Southern Hem-
isphere (June-August). Ice clouds over land (Fig. 14c) show very little seasonal variation
except at high latitudes, with small values in summer and large values in winter and
spring in the Northern Hemisphere, and in the subtropics around 20°S and 20°N where
the cloud fraction over land is generally small. Over ocean, the effective radius of ice
clouds is generally greatest in the tropics (Fig. 14d) with declining values at high latitudes
of both hemispheres. Minnis et al. [23] show zonal and seasonal mean results for the effective radius of liquid water clouds over the ocean for four years of Terra data, based on the CERES-MODIS Edition-2 algorithm. These results, which are roughly analogous to Fig. 14b, show very similar seasonal variations to those reported here.

D. Histograms and Joint Histogram

In addition to scalar statistics (mean, maximum, minimum, standard deviation), the Level-3 products also contain histograms of the quantity within each grid box (1° x 1°) for a specified time period (daily, eight-day, or monthly). Fig. 15a shows comparisons of the marginal probability density function of global cloud optical thickness for liquid water clouds from both Terra and Aqua for July 2006, with Fig. 15b showing the corresponding results for all ice clouds. Note that in both cases, the histograms of cloud optical thickness are highly non-Gaussian, with the mode optical thickness being substantially less than the mean. The discrete values of optical thickness intervals on the abscissa axes represent the discretization in optical thickness in the Level-3 histogram product for Collection 5.1, representing a higher resolution discretization for liquid water clouds than for ice clouds. The tendency for the peak (mode) of the cloud optical thickness histograms to be around 3-4 for liquid water clouds and 2-3 for ice clouds also represents the effect of our clear sky restoral algorithm in which the optically thinnest, and least accurate, edge pixels have been eliminated from our analysis of cloud optical properties. There is little difference in the global distribution of cloud optical thickness between Terra and Aqua, but ice clouds over land are somewhat more optically thick than ice clouds over ocean. Overall, cloud optical thickness $\tau_c > 15$ occurs for ~35% of all liquid water clouds.

Fig. 15c shows the probability density function of effective radius for global liquid water clouds and Fig. 15d the corresponding probability density function for all ice clouds for both satellites from July 2006. Although the effective radius of ice clouds is very similar over both land and ocean and Terra and Aqua, the results over ocean (Fig. 15c) show
the expected bias between ocean and land, where the effective radius of liquid clouds over
the ocean is larger than that over land. There is very little difference in these optical
properties between Terra and Aqua, although the effective radius of liquid water clouds is
again clearly non-Gaussian, with the mode of the distribution generally much smaller
than the mean. Suzuki et al. [43] also show histograms of cloud optical thickness and ef-
fective radius for liquid water clouds and find results quite similar to those in Figs. 15a
and 15c. They also show the probability density function of effective radius retrieved us-
ing the 3.7 µm band, and show, once again, that these values are generally smaller than
the corresponding results obtained using the 2.1 µm band. This is said to be due to the
physics associated with the vertical distribution of effective radius, especially for clouds
with droplets large enough for coalescence (and hence drizzle) and for edge pixels associ-
ated with 3D radiative properties. This is not due to algorithm deficiencies, as demon-
strated by Zhang and Platnick [53], and is an additional source of information on cloud
microphysical characteristics.

In addition to the simple statistics and histograms of some cloud parameters, the
Level-3 product contains 23 joint histograms of selected variables, as discussed by Hu-
banks et al. [10]. Fig. 16 shows a joint histogram of cloud optical thickness and effective
radius for liquid water clouds over ocean for a region off southern California bounded by
32°-40°N and 117°-125°W for the month of July 2006, where Fig. 16a is for Terra and
Fig. 16b is for Aqua. For this region of widespread boundary-layer stratocumulus, the
cloud optical thickness and effective radius are positively correlated, such that clouds hav-
ing larger optical thickness also have larger effective radius. The bin boundaries of the
aggregated histogram are clearly seen in this figure. Nakajima et al. [29] studied this same
region of marine stratocumulus from airborne observations and found some days in
which \( \tau_c\) and \( r_e\) were positively correlated and other days for which they were negatively
correlated. Fig. 16 represents a monthly average and thus reflects a mixture of meteoro-
logical conditions such that it is not feasible to draw any cause and effect conclusions from such relationships. Joint histograms such as these nevertheless represent the dominant statistical properties of cloud optical properties for a given region and time period, and are thus useful properties with which to compare to general circulation models.

As a comparison to the marine stratocumulus clouds over ocean off California, we have also extracted the joint histogram of liquid water clouds over ocean for a region off Peru bounded by 12°-24°N and 68°-80°W for the month of August 2006, where Fig. 16c is for Terra and Fig. 16d is for Aqua. As in the case of California stratocumulus, this region also shows that the cloud optical thickness and effective radius are positively correlated, such that clouds having larger optical thickness also have larger effective radius. In both California and Peruvian stratocumulus, the joint probability density function is normalized such that a summation over the probability density function and the area of each grid cell sums up to unity. Hence, the actual magnitude of the joint probability density values varies for each panel, but is unimportant to appreciate the relative probability in these joint histograms.

Of great interest is the two dimensional histogram of cloud top pressure and cloud optical thickness, first pioneered by ISCCP [39]. In Collection 5 (and 5.1), we have added an ISCCP-like joint histogram using the same cloud optical thickness and cloud top pressure levels defined by ISCCP. Since ISCCP does not have the capability of distinguishing liquid water from ice clouds, we have produced these joint histograms (for every 1° × 1° grid cell) for all clouds for which we have successful cloud optical property retrievals. Fig. 17a shows one such joint ISCCP-like histogram of cloud optical thickness and cloud top pressure derived from Terra data between 50°N and 50°S for August 2001. The most frequent clouds occur between an optical thickness of 3.6 and 23 and between cloud top pressures of 680 and 800 hPa. ISCCP classifies these clouds as stratus clouds. Using the full capability of MODIS, however, we are able to discriminate both liquid wa-
ter and ice clouds and to resolve the cloud optical thickness and effective radius at much finer discretization. Fig. 17b shows a joint histogram of cloud top pressure and cloud optical thickness for liquid water clouds in the same latitude band and month as Fig. 17a, with Fig. 17c showing a corresponding joint histogram of all ice clouds identified in this latitude band. Fig. 17b shows that the greatest frequency of low-level water clouds occur between 700 and 800 hPa with an optical thickness between 10 and 15, again primarily stratus clouds in nature. In contrast, the ice clouds identified by MODIS occur largely in the upper atmosphere with a peak concentration between 150 and 250 hPa, and with an optical thickness between 2.5 and 5.

Figs. 16 and 17 demonstrate just four of the joint histograms available in Collection 5.1, with others involving optical thickness and effective radius of single layer clouds (of each phase), optical thickness and effective radius using the 1.6/2.1 µm algorithm [36], [14], cloud top temperature, effective emissivity, and cloud phase infrared.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Prior to the launch of MODIS on Terra in 1999, global cloud properties were largely determined either from (i) the AVHRR sensor onboard the NOAA operational satellites, which contained only 5 spectral bands with relatively wide spectral bandwidth, a single microphysical band at 3.7 µm (or 1.6 µm starting with NOAA-15), global area coverage with 4 × 1 km pixels, no solar reflectance calibration, and no orbit control of the spacecraft, (ii) geosynchronous satellites using one visible and one infrared band from multiple spacecraft that had to be ‘intercalibrated’ [39], or (iii) infrared sounders that could take advantage of CO₂ slicing to determine cloud fraction and cloud top pressure, but which had a spatial resolution of 20 km [47], [48], [49]. The MODIS sensor contains 36 spectral bands from 0.41 to 14.2 µm, including 3 shortwave infrared bands capable of determining microphysical properties, with all bands at 1 km spatial resolution or better, and has considerable onboard calibration capability in the shortwave as well as thermal infra-
red. Furthermore, the \textit{Terra} and \textit{Aqua} orbits are controlled to within ±1 min, and data are freely and publically available.

The MODIS cloud mask and cloud properties have undergone considerable enhancement in Collection 5 (and 5.1), and these cloud properties are quite stable and reliable, thus enabling over 10 years of global cloud properties to be derived from both \textit{Terra} and \textit{Aqua}. With \textit{Terra} flying in a 10:30 am descending orbit and \textit{Aqua} flying in a 1:30 pm ascending sun-synchronous polar orbit, and with both producing the same data products, we are able to study the diurnal variability of cloud properties over an extended period of time.

MODIS finds the cloud fraction, as derived by the cloud mask, is nearly identical during the day and night, with only modest diurnal variation. Globally, the cloud fraction derived by the MODIS cloud mask is ~67\%, with somewhat more clouds over land during the afternoon and less clouds over ocean in the afternoon, with very little difference in global cloud cover between \textit{Terra} and \textit{Aqua}. Overall, cloud fraction over land is ~55\%, with a distinctive seasonal cycle, whereas the ocean cloudiness is much higher, around 72\%, with much reduced seasonal variation. Overall, there is no global basis for clear-sky observations in the afternoon versus the morning, though these conclusions depend heavily on one’s interest in land vs. ocean applications. ISCCP also finds the global cloud fraction ~67\%, as discussed by Pincus \textit{et al.} [33], but the cloud fraction is itself a poorly defined quantity, depending on the field of view, radiometric sensitivity, and spectral bands used to derive them. MODIS is able to detect clouds down to a cloud optical thickness of ~0.04, but sometimes clouds are detected that are in fact heavy aerosol or sun glint, so much care must be taken in further applications that depend on these results.

Cloud top pressure and temperature are determined using a combination of the high spatial resolution CO\textsubscript{2} slicing bands in the 15 µm absorption band for high thin clouds and the 11 µm thermal emission band from lower level boundary layer clouds. Cloud top
pressure and temperature have distinct spatial and temporal patterns, and clearly reflect our understanding of global cloud distribution. Based on comparisons with airborne and space-based lidar, the cloud top altitude of upper layer clouds retrieved by MODIS has been shown to be within 1 km (or 50 hPa), but Collection 5.1 has more consistent biases in cloud top pressure for low-level boundary layer clouds, generally placing these clouds at too low a pressure (or too high an altitude) due to the persistent temperature inversions found in marine stratocumulus regions of the globe \[8\]. Cloud top temperature is retrieved quite accurately in all such situations, however.

The advent of the well-calibrated shortwave infrared bands on MODIS allows the separate determination of cloud optical thickness and effective radius for both liquid water and ice clouds. In Collection 5.1 all retrievals are attempted following the cloud mask, but after implementing additional tests to eliminate partially cloudy and edge pixels, known as clear-sky restoration, and hence the total cloud fraction from which the cloud optical property retrievals are reported is close to 50\%, rather than 67\%. These cloud optical property results generally apply to clouds of optical thickness $\tau_c > 1.3$, as noted by Pincus \textit{et al.} \[33\]. We have presented the spatial and temporal distribution of cloud optical properties as well as the zonal variation, which is valuable in assessing the large spatial variation not achievable from periodic airborne field campaigns. The cloud effective radius of liquid water clouds is clearly larger over ocean than land, reflecting the variation in hydroscopic aerosol concentrations that provide cloud condensation nuclei necessary for cloud formation. We also find the effective radius to be larger in the southern hemisphere than the northern hemisphere, again reflecting differences in sources of cloud condensation nuclei.

The mean cloud properties shown in this and other studies must be understood in the context of the probability density function of these properties, and clouds often have a distribution of both optical thickness and effective radius that are non-Gaussian, such that
the mean values of $\tau_c$ and $r_c$ are larger than the mode or median values of these parameters. MODIS also permits the examination of many different joint products, such as cloud top pressure and optical thickness, which enable a much greater understanding of the distributions of real clouds in the real atmosphere. We have illustrated several different joint probability density functions (or joint histograms) that illustrate the variation in cloud properties over a one-month time period.

All data produced by the algorithms described in this paper are available from the MODIS Level 1 and Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System (LAADS) search utility (ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/search.html) or through the LAADS ftp site (ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/ftp_site.html). Also available from LAADS is a small subset of the Level-3 data sets that match the output of the MODIS cloud simulator that is part of the COSP (CFMIP Observation Simulator Package) software suite [33]; these data are in the NetCDF format and include the CF (climate and forecast) metadata convention. Browse imagery of all Level-1B true color and Level-3 data products are available from the MODIS atmosphere web site at modis-atmos.gsfc.nasa.gov. In addition, this site contains (i) software tools for locating granules, providing spatial subsetting, and visualizing various scientific data sets, (ii) extensive references and descriptions of the algorithms used to process the data, (iii) descriptions of all changes that have been implemented in various Collections, (iv) calendars of data availability, and (v) data issues, where they occur.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. Monthly mean cloud fraction (from cloud mask) for July 2006 from Aqua during (a) daytime and (b) nighttime.

Fig. 2. Seasonal mean daytime cloud fraction from Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of daytime cloud fraction for Aqua–Terra for nine years (September 2002-August 2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November, showing more clouds in the afternoon over land (Aqua) and in the morning over ocean (Terra).

Fig. 4. Zonal mean daytime cloud fraction over land (red) and ocean (blue) from Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 5. Global mean daytime cloud fraction as a function of time for Terra and Aqua differentiated by surface type.

Fig. 6. Seasonal mean daytime cloud top pressure from Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 7. Zonal mean daytime cloud top pressure over land (red) and ocean (blue) from Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 8. Seasonal mean daytime cloud top temperature from Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 9. Seasonal mean daytime cloud fraction from Aqua (2002-2011) for liquid water (left column) and ice (right column) clouds for (a) December-February, (b)
March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 10. Zonal and seasonal mean daytime cloud fraction from Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) liquid water clouds over land, (b) liquid water clouds over ocean, (c) ice clouds over land, and (d) ice clouds over ocean.

Fig. 11. Seasonal mean cloud optical thickness from Aqua (2002-2011) for liquid water (left column) and ice (right column) clouds for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 12. Zonal and seasonal mean cloud optical thickness from Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) liquid water clouds over land, (b) liquid water clouds over ocean, (c) ice clouds over land, and (d) ice clouds over ocean.

Fig. 13. Seasonal mean cloud effective radius from Aqua (2002-2011) for liquid water (left column) and ice (right column) clouds for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.

Fig. 14. Zonal and seasonal mean cloud effective radius from Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) liquid water clouds over land, (b) liquid water clouds over ocean, (c) ice clouds over land, and (d) ice clouds over ocean.

Fig. 15. Probability density function of cloud optical thickness of (a) liquid water and (b) ice clouds over both land and ocean for Terra and Aqua during July 2006. Panels (c) and (d) show corresponding probability density function of cloud effective radius of liquid water and ice clouds. Note that “means” don’t mean a thing when the distribution is highly skewed, as is the case for the cloud optical thickness and, to a lesser extent, effective radius of liquid water clouds. These results correspond to global clouds from 90°N to 90°S.

Fig. 16. Monthly joint histograms of cloud optical thickness and effective radius for liquid water clouds over the ocean between 32°-40°N and 117°-125°W for (a) Terra and (b) Aqua for July 2006, and between 12°-24°S and 68°-80°W for (c) Terra
and (d) Aqua for September 2006. Note the somewhat smaller cloud optical thickness values in the afternoon, consistent with the normal diurnal cycle for marine stratocumulus clouds off both California (a-b) and Peru (c-d).

Fig. 17. Monthly joint histograms of cloud optical thickness and cloud top pressure between 50°N and 50°S for August 2001 from Terra. Panel (a) is for ISCCP-like cloud top pressure and cloud optical thickness boundaries, and panels (b) and (c) are for liquid water and ice clouds using a finer discretization in cloud top pressure and cloud optical thickness based on the MODIS collection 5 algorithm.
Fig. 1. Monthly mean cloud fraction (from cloud mask) for July 2006 from *Aqua* during (a) daytime and (b) nighttime.
Fig. 2. Seasonal mean daytime cloud fraction from *Terra* (2000-2011) and *Aqua* (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of daytime cloud fraction for *Aqua*–*Terra* for nine years (September 2002-August 2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November, showing more clouds in the afternoon over land (*Aqua*) and in the morning over ocean (*Terra*).
Fig. 4. Zonal mean daytime cloud fraction over land (red) and ocean (blue) from Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
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Fig. 6. Seasonal mean daytime cloud top pressure from Terra (2000-2011) and Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
Fig. 7. Zonal mean daytime cloud top pressure over land (red) and ocean (blue) from *Terra* (2000-2011) and *Aqua* (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
Fig. 8. Seasonal mean daytime cloud top temperature from *Terra* (2000-2011) and *Aqua* (2002-2011) for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
Fig. 9. Seasonal mean daytime cloud fraction from Aqua (2002-2011) for liquid water (left column) and ice (right column) clouds for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
Fig. 10. Zonal and seasonal mean daytime cloud fraction from Aqua (2002-2011) for (a) liquid water clouds over land, (b) liquid water clouds over ocean, (c) ice clouds over land, and (d) ice clouds over ocean.
Fig. 11. Seasonal mean cloud optical thickness from *Aqua* (2002-2011) for liquid water (left column) and ice (right column) clouds for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
Fig. 12. Zonal and seasonal mean cloud optical thickness from *Aqua* (2002-2011) for (a) liquid water clouds over land, (b) liquid water clouds over ocean, (c) ice clouds over land, and (d) ice clouds over ocean.
Fig. 13. Seasonal mean cloud effective radius from *Aqua* (2002-2011) for liquid water (left column) and ice (right column) clouds for (a) December-February, (b) March-May, (c) June-August, and (d) September-November.
Fig. 14. Zonal and seasonal mean cloud effective radius from *Aqua* (2002-2011) for (a) liquid water clouds over land, (b) liquid water clouds over ocean, (c) ice clouds over land, and (d) ice clouds over ocean.
Fig. 15. Probability density function of cloud optical thickness of (a) liquid water and (b) ice clouds over both land and ocean for Terra and Aqua during July 2006. Panels (c) and (d) show corresponding probability density function of cloud effective radius of liquid water and ice clouds. Note that mean values are not a sufficient metric when the distribution is highly skewed, as is the case for the cloud optical thickness and, to a lesser extent, effective radius of liquid water clouds. These results correspond to global clouds from 90°N to 90°S.
Fig. 16. Monthly joint histograms of cloud optical thickness and effective radius for liquid water clouds over the ocean between 32°-40°N and 117°-125°W for (a) Terra and (b) Aqua for July 2006, and between 12°-24°S and 68°-80°W for (c) Terra and (d) Aqua for September 2006. Note the somewhat smaller cloud optical thickness values in the afternoon, consistent with the normal diurnal cycle for marine stratocumulus clouds off both California (a-b) and Peru (c-d).
Fig. 17. Monthly joint histograms of cloud optical thickness and cloud top pressure between 50°N and 50°S for August 2001 from Terra. Panel (a) is for ISCCP-like cloud top pressure and cloud optical thickness boundaries, and panels (b) and (c) are for liquid water and ice clouds using a finer discretization in cloud top pressure and cloud optical thickness based on the MODIS collection 5 algorithm.